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Asymptotic Error Estimates for

Gaussian Quadrature Formulas

By T. H. Charles Chen*

Abstract. This paper gives derivative-free asymptotic error estimates for the Gaussian

quadrature formula with the nonnegative weight function w(x) belonging to a certain class.

Numerical examples are presented.

1. Introduction. Let the nonnegative weight function w(x) be defined on the

interval [-1, 1] such that the moments ¡x_x wix)xk dx exist for k = 0, 1, 2, .... It

is well known [3, p. 74] that the following Gaussian quadrature rule has precision

2n - 1,

(1) C "«/« dx = ¿ V(**) + Enif),
J-\ k=\

where xk, k = 1,2,...,«, are the zeros of the orthonormal polynomial of degree n

with respect to the weight function w(x) on the interval [-1, 1] and the weights wk

are defined by

r1 t       W
Wk=L^X\x-xMxk)dX-

The following classical representation for the error term Enif) can be found, e.g., in

[3, p. 227],

^(/)=/2")«)[(2")!]-'^-2,

where -1 < £ < 1 and k„ is the leading coefficient of the orthonormal polynomial

P„ix) of degree n corresponding to the weight function w(x) on [-1, 1]. The above

representation for E„if) is of little practical value, since the derivatives /(2',) are

usually too difficult to obtain. In [2], Chawla and Jain have shown derivative-free

asymptotic error estimates for the Gauss-Legendre rule, i.e., for the special case

wix) = 1. The Gauss-Legendre rule can be adversely affected by the nearby

singularities of the integrand. In this case we may speed up the convergence by

absorbing the critical factors into the weight function wix); for example, consider

wix) = ix2 + a2)~l in (1) for small a > 0. Kumar [8], [9] has derived Gaussian

quadratures for certain nonclassical weight functions and also given error esti-

mates. Recently several nonclassical xk and wk have been tabulated, e.g., Stroud
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144 T. H. CHARLES CHEN

and Secrest [11], Piessens and Branders [10]. The main purpose of this paper is to

extend Chawla and Jain's results [2] to some nonclassical weight functions wix)

belonging to a certain class.

2. The Function £>(£"'; w). Define

fi     ,   s rAx)
Qniz)=\    w(x)-J^Ldx,

J — ] z — X

for 2 £ [-1, 1]. The error term En{f) in (1) can be written as

1   r Qniz)
^ E»{f)=^ifM-fiz) dz,

see, e.g., Davis and Rabinowitz [3]. Here C is a simple closed contour in the

complex plane and contains the interval [-1, 1] in its interior. The function fiz) is

assumed to be analytic inside C. Following Szegö [12], the functions w(x) and

|log w(x)| are supposed Riemann integrable on [-1, 1]. In the following theorem,

we employ the mapping z =\ii + £_1) which maps the circle |£| = p > 1 in the

¿-plane onto the ellipse E in the z-plane with foci at z = ± 1 and semiaxes

\ip ± p_1). For the inverse mapping defined by £ = z + (z2 - 1)1/2, we choose

the sign of square root that makes |£| > 1 for z £ [-1, 1]. The following theorem

can be found in Barrett [1]:

Theorem 1. Uniformly on any compact subset of C/[-l, 1],

(3) %Q = 27rr2n-1D(rx;w)(l + o(l)),   asn^vo,
"n\Z)

where |£| > 1 and z = (£ + £ ~ x)/2. The function Z)(£ ~ ' ; w) is defined by

(4) D{ru, w) = exp{¿/_Jog[w(coso)]i^|^^ a»},

for HI > 1.

Freud [5] and von Sydow [13] have employed the function D(£-1; w) to find

upper bounds for Gaussian quadrature errors. The function Dir1; w) has the

following algebraic properties,

(i) Dir1; w.wj) = Dir1; w,) • Dir1; wj,

(ii) Dir1; w,/wj) = Dir1; wx)/Dirx; wj,

(iii) Dir1; wp) = Dit -'; wY for constant/?,

(iv) Z)(£ ~x; k) = A: for constant k, and

(v) Diru, kwx) = kDir1; wx) for constant k.

The evaluation or estimation of the kernel function Z)(|_l; w) depends on the

nature of the weight function. Since

1      ,     £-1-/0 CO

1 +*   e_= 1+27 rke-m

we may write (4) in the form

D{rU,w) = exp{7r_1J'riog[w(cosr?)] dO

(5) Í      °,Z   r
•exp  2w-1 2   /    log[w(cosff)]cosÄÖd»-€"*
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If the closed forms for /J log[w(cos 0)]cos kO dO, k = 0, 1,2, ... , are known, then

we can evaluate D{£ ~ ' ; w) exactly. For example, in the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature

rule which has the weight function w(x) = (1 + x)a(l - x)ß, a > -1, ß > -1, the

function Dit ~ ' ; w) can be written as

(6) Dir1-, w) = 2-*-"(i + r')2a(i -rf,

or Dir1; w) = 1, if a = ß = 0. For the latter case, we can estimate ■£"„(/) by

En{f)^-i(fiz)(z + {z2-l)1'2)-2n-1dz,
Jc

where the branch of (z2 - 1)1/2 is chosen as before such that |z + (z2 - 1)1/2| > 1

for z £ [-1, 1]. This is the representation for the Gauss-Legendre quadrature

error   previously   considered   by   Chawla   and   Jain   [2].   Closed   forms   for

J5 log[w(cos 0)]cos k9 dO, k = 1,2,...,  can be obtained in the following case:

Lemma 1. Assume the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) wix) ¥= 0 at x = 1 and -I,

(ii) w'/w is a meromorphic function having only i finitely or infinitely many) simple

poles at 0Lj £ [-1, 1],

(iii) \w'iz)/w{z)\ < Oip~x)forz G Ep.

Then

f" log[ u<cos 0)lcos kß d9 = -irtfc-'SC* Res Í -^|4
•'O y   ^       z = "y[   VV(Z)

fork- 1,2,...,  where ̂  = a,- + (a/ - 1)1/2 W |^| > 1.

Proof Choose an ellipse so that Ep contains [-1, 1] in its interior and is

contained in a simply connected region in which w'/w is analytic. By the Cauchy

integral formula we have

w'jx) , r w'jz)

*>ix) jep w{z)iz - x)

for x G [-1, 1]. Employing the technique of integration by parts, we may write

P logíceos 9) Icos MdB- k~l f ^¡-Uk_x{x)il - x2)1'2 dx
Jo J-\ wix)

= (2*ki)-lf  ^f\\C (1 - xY2Uk_x{x){z - x)~x dx
JE„ W{Z)   [J-X

dz.

We denote by Tkix), Uk{x) the classical Chebyshev polynomials of the first and

second kind, respectively. Since

[/„_,(*) = (1 - x2)-\xTnix) - Tn+Xix)}

and

Tn+iix) = 2xT„ix) - T„_xix),

we may write

p (1 - x2)1/2Uk_xix)iz - x)'1 dx

= \f[Tk.xix) - Tk+l(x)](l - x2)-x/\z - x)-xdx.
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In [4, p. 275], Elliott has shown that

flT„ix)il - x2)-1/2iz - x)'1 dx = ir{z2 - l)"1/2(z + (z2 - l)1'*)'",

where z £ [-1, 1] and |z + (z2 - 1)1/2| > 1. Therefore

C loglwicos 0)}cos k6 d9 = i2ki)~x [ [w'{z)/wiz)]-(z + (z2 - l)1/2)~k dz.
J0 JE„

Without loss of generality, we may arrange the simple poles of w'/w in an

increasing order in magnitude, i.e., |a,| < |a2| < . . . . For each simple pole of

w'/w, otj, we increase the value of p through a discrete set, p, < p2 < • • • < pN

< • • • , so that each EpN contains a¡,j = 1,2,..., aiN), in its interior and no pole

of w'/w is on any of the ellipses {E }JLX. For each j, let the ellipse Ep be

described in the positive sense and joined by a cross-cut (not intersecting the

interval [-1, 1]) to a small circle, TJf with center at a} and described in the negative

sense. Under condition (iii) we have

f" log[ w(cos 0)]cos kO d0 = -irk'' 2^~* Res

Applying the above lemma to (5), we obtain

w'iz)

wiz)

Theorem 2. Under the assumptions in the above lemma, we have

Dir1; w) = expiA0)- 11(1 - V'^'f   f°r 1*1 > »•
j

where

(7) a--i f   i„„r,.,^M u\_2^i/:

and

y, = 2 Res

A0=ir-Xf_   log[w(x)]/(l -x2)X/\

w'{z)

wiz)

The importance of the above theorem is that condition (ii) of Lemma 1 can be

satisfied by various classes of weight functions wix) and then y, can be easily

computed.

In the above theorem, if w'/w has infinitely many simple poles, say |a,| < |a2|

< • • • < \aN\ < . . . , we may use condition (iii) of Lemma 1 to estimate

^iè   ' ! w) as follows

N

D(rx; w) - exp(,40) JJ ( 1 - ^ '* " Y ' exP(*")   for ||| > 1,
j=i

where

\RN\<4ipl-l)-\N+l)-xpô2N-x,    L = aJ + {aj~l)1/\    |g > 1,

and the ellipse Ep¡¡ contains ax, a2,. . ., aN, and no other ay, in its interior.
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If the weight function can be written as wix) = (1 + x)m(l - x)"wxix) for some

constants m > 0, n > 0, and w,(± 1) ¥= 0, then, appealing to the algebraic proper-

ties of the function Z)(£ " ' ; w) and (6), we have

Dir1; w) = 2-"-"(i + r1)2m{\ - r'fDir1; *,).

Then we can apply Theorem 2 to the weight function w,(x), in place of wix).

The definite integral in (7) does not always have a closed form. However, it can

be estimated by the Gauss-Chebyshev quadrature rule, i.e., by absorbing the factor

(1 - x2)~xl2 into the weight function; see, for example, [7, p. 115].

In the following special cases, closed forms for the integral in (7) can be found in

[6].

Corollary 1. If wix) = (x2 + a2)~x for a > 0, then

(8) D(r\w) = 4[a + ia2 + l)1/2]~2{l + [(a2 + 1),/2 - a]2/£2}"2.

Corollary 2. If wix) — (x + a)~] for real \a\ > 1, then

(9) Dir1;») = 2(a + (a2 - l)1/2)"'(l + (a - ia2 - l)1/2)/|)~2.

Applying the algebraic properties of the function Dit ~ ' ; w), we can use the

above evaluation for the function Dit~x;w) to obtain error estimates for the

nonclassical Gaussian quadrature formulas tabulated by Piessens and Branders in

[10, Tables vi and vii] for the weight functions w(x) = ix2 + a2)" and wix) =

ix + b)a for several different values of a, b, and a.

3. Asymptotic Estimates for £„(/). Substituting (3) into (2), we obtain

(10) E„if)^-i(fiz)t-2"-iD{r1;w)dz.
Jc

The estimation of the above contour integral depends on the nature of the function

fiz). We will mimic the techniques previously employed by Elliott [4] and Chawla

and Jain [2] by considering the following four cases.

Case l./is an entire function. For an entire function/, the contour C in (10) can

be displaced freely in the complex plane, provided it never crosses the interval

[-1, 1]. We can therefore use the method of steepest descents to estimate Enif)

when the contour is deformed to pass through the saddle points of the integrand.

We write (10) as

E„if)^-if exp(h(z))D(rl;»>)dz,
Jc

where h(z) = log(/(z)) - (2m + l)log(z + (z2 - 1)1/2). If h'(z) has a simple zero at

z0 £ [-1, 1] and letting to ~ zo + (zo _ 1)> tnen we may use the saddle-point

method to estimate the above integral. As before, we choose the branch of

(zq — 1)1/2 such that \t0\ > 1. For large n, assuming that the main contribution to

the contour integral comes from the portion of the integral passing through the

saddle point z0 (where h\z0) = 0), we obtain the following estimate for Enif):

E„if) « -/(2w)1/2«|«"(z0)|-'/2 exp{h{z0))D(t0-x;w),
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where \a\ = 1 and arg(a) = 7r/2 — | arg(n"(z0)). If the weight function vv(jc)

satisfies the conditions in Lemma 1, then using Theorem 2 we can estimate Enif) as

follows:

E„if) « -/(27r)1/2«|«"(z0)|-'/2 exp(n(z0))exp(^0)

(,1) -no-vv)*.j
where A0 is defined in (7), a, are simple poles of w'/w, yy = 2 Resz (w'/w),

^ = a, +(a/2-l)'/2and|^|>l.

Example 1. Let a = .01 and consider the following Gaussian quadrature rule:

I     exp(x)/ (x2 + a2) dx= ^ wk exp(^) + £„(/).
■'-l k = i

The weights wÄ and abscissas xk corresponding to the weight function w(x) =

ix2 + .0001)"' are available in [10]. Combining (8) and (11), we obtain

E„if) « 4(a + ia2 + l),/2)^2(27r)1/2 exp^-2—^72

•{l+[(l+a2)'/2-a]V2}"2,

where z0 = ((2» + l)2 + 1)1/2, to = zo + izl " l)'/2> and A"(z0) = z0(2« + l)"2.

In this example, there are two saddle points ±((2/t + l)2 + 1)1/2. However, the

contribution from the negative saddle point is relatively small and can be neglected

for our purposes.

Table 1

Values for \Enif)\ in Example 1

actual estimated

3 .2474(-3) .2762(-3)

4 .1132(-5) .1227(-5)

5 .3186(-8) .3396(-8)

6 .6091(-11) .6413(-11)

In Table 1, values in parentheses indicate the power of 10 by which the tabulated

values are to be multiplied.

In order to weaken the effect of nearby singularities, Kumar [8], [9] has

investigated the Gaussian rule (1) with the weight function vv(jc) replaced by

w(x)/[(2a+ l)x2 + a2],

for a > 0; where w(x) = (1 - x2)~l/2, (1 - x2)l/2, and [(1 - x)/(\ + x)]x/2.

Case 2. fiz) has simple poles. Suppose that fiz) has simple poles at a^, j =

1, 2, .... By deforming the closed contour E as in Lemma 1, we have

(12) £„(/)« -2*2 Dir'^r2"-1 R_es[/(z)],
j z   a>

where tj = «, + («/ _ 1)1/2 and |£y| > 1. For the evaluation or estimation of the

function Dit ~l;w), we refer to Theorem 2.
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Example 2. Consider the Gaussian quadrature error

E„if) = f /(*)/ ix2 + a2) dx -  ¿ wJixk),
y-l *=1

where a = .01 and/(x) = (x2 + I)-1. The integrand fix) has two simple poles at

±i. Combining (8) and (12), we obtain

En(f)^(~l)n+Ma + i°2 + l)1/2)_2{l -[(1 + "V72 - «]V(3 + 2V2 )}~2

•(1 +V2)-2"-'.

Table 2

Values for \Enif)\ in Example 2

n actual estimated

3 .6887(-l) .7448(-l)

4 .1219(-1) .1278(-1)

5 .2109(-2) .2193(-2)

6 .3644(-3) .3762(-3)

Case 3. fiz) has an algebraic singularity on the real axis. Say/(z) = (c - zy^giz),

where c > 1, giz) is entire and <b is rational and nonintegral. To estimate the

contour integral (10), we choose the contour as in the proof of Lemma 1, except

that the cross-cut now encloses the part of the real axis between the small circle

centered at z = c, and the ellipse Ep. Again we assume that the integral (10) along

Ep tends to zero as p—> 00. We also assume that <f> > -1, so that the integral

around the small circle tends to zero. In the limit, therefore, the only contributions

to the contour integral (10) come from the line segment of the cross-cut, which

combine to give

E„if) « -2 sin(7r<f>) Jim   f\c - x\*gix)D{rx;w)/ (x + {x2 - l)'/2)2" + 1 dx.

The above integral can be estimated as in [2] and [4]. Assuming that the major

contribution to the integral comes from values close to z = c, we obtain the

estimate

E„if) « -2 sin(^)(c2 - l)(*+,)/Vc)Z>(£-'; W)
(13)

•(2«+ i)-*-'r(^ + IK"2"-1,

where 4 = c + (c2 - l)l/2 and ¡U > 1.

Example 3. Consider the Gaussian quadrature error

/_' w{x)i2 - x)1/2dx = 2 w,(2 - xk)1/2 + E„if),
•1

•1
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where wix) = (x + a)"1, a = 1.01, and fix) = (2 - x)x/2. The abscissas xk and

weights H^ are available in [10]. The following explicit form for this integral can be

obtained by the substitution 2 — x = y2:

p i2- x)x/2/ix + a)dx

_ 2(1 - 3'/2) - b log[(3'/2 - è)(3'/2 + by\l + 6)(1 - b)'1],

where b = (2 + a)1/2. Equations (9) and (13) give

£„(/) - -2(27)"V/2(a + ia2 - l)'/2)-'{l +[a - (a2 - l)1/2]/i}~2

•(2/i + l)"37^-2"-',

where £. = 2 + 31/2.

Table 3

Values for \En(f)\ in Example 3

« actual estimated

3 .3517(-4) .2472(-4)

4 .159CX-5) .1218(-5)

5 .8020(-7) .6470(-7)

6 .4327(-8) .3616(-8)

Case 4. /(z) has a logarithmic singularity on the real axis. Consider fiz) =

g(z)log(c - z), where c > 1, and assume giz) entire. Since the integral (10) around

the small circle centered at c tends to zero as the radius of the circle tends to zero,

the contributions from the cross-cut in this case combine to give

£„(/) « -277 Jim   jaD{rx;w)(x + (x2 - l)1/2)-2""'^) dx.

Applying the same techniques as in Case 3, we obtain the following estimate

(14) £„(/)« -2^(c)(c2 - 1),/2Z>(CV)(2« + \y%-2"'\

where £ = c + (c2 - 1)1/2 and \Ü > 1.

Example 4. Consider the Gaussian quadrature error

Enif) = f ' w(x)log(2 - x) ¿x -  2 ^ log(2 - xk)
J-\ k=\

for w(x) = (x + ay ', a = 1.01. Equations (9) and (14) give the estimate:

Enif)~-M3)W2[a + ia2 - l),/2]~'[l + (« - (a2 - 1)I/2)/^]""

• (2« + iyxr2"'\

where 4 = 2 + 3I/2.
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Table 4

Values for |£„(/)| in Example 4

n actual estimated

3 .2069(-3) .1762(-3)

4 .llll(-4) .9839(-5)

5 .6373(-6) .5780(-6)

6 .3794(-7) .3511(-7)

Example  5.  Choose  w(x) = exp(-x2)  and fix) = exp(x2) for  the  following

Gaussian quadrature:

Enif) = f wto/M dx-  t wj{xk).
J-\ k=l

Again the abscissas xk and weights wk are available in [10]. In this case, w'/w =

-2z is an entire function, therefore, Theorem 2 cannot be applied to estimate the

function Dit~x;w). Nevertheless, Dit~x;w) can be evaluated exactly by (5). We

find that

D{r1;w) = exp{-\~\r2).

Applying the technique described in Case 1 for the entire function fix) = exp(x2),

we obtain

£„(/) « i2v)1/2{h"iz0)ylfV2- ' exp(z2 - i - ftf»),

where

z0 = (2 + 2(4«2 + 4n + 2)1/2)'/2/2,

h"{z0) = 2 + 8(2« + l)z0[-2 + 2(4«2 + 4n + 2)l/2]3/2,

and

t0 = zo + (zl - 1)'/2-

In this example the other saddle point -(2 + 2(4«2 + 4« + 2)1/2)1/2/2 also has a

significant contribution to the contour integral and cannot be ignored. Therefore

the estimated error consists of two terms:

En{f) « 2 (27r)1/2(«"(z0))-'/V2'- exp(z2 - \ - \t0~2),

where z0 = ±(2 + 2(4«2 + 4n + 2)1/2)1/2/2.

Table 5

Values for |£„(/)| in Example 5

n actual estimated

3 .6839(-2) .6105(-2)

4 .4471 (-3) .4734(-3)

5 .2295(-4) .2779(-4)
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